Question # 16: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR TA’S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

- Without Walker I would have taken nothing away from Calculus. He’s highly motivated and encouraging-- any student with him as a TA has no reason not to succeed.

- Was very helpful, much better than the actual professor.

- Mr. Walker was a great T.A.! He taught me everything that I didn’t understand and more. I very much enjoyed learning from him.

- I greatly appreciate Mr. Walker, who I heavily relied on for learning majority of the material. He was very clear, and he has clearly demonstrated his knowledge of mathematics. I highly recommend him as the instructor for future calculus discussion courses.

- He was a great TA and was always available. He had various office hours to fit the needs of students. He kept me motivated. And the only reason why I would be passing the course would be because of Mr. Walker.

- Christopher Walker was a very effective TA. Discussion sessions proved effective in learning more material necessary for the class. Everything about the class was extremely helpful.

- Walker is the best TA! My learning community and I went to his office hours often to get help, and he is willing always to help. He helped us, even scheduled extra office hours for this final so he can help us.

- Incredible. Should teach the entire class lecture and discussion. The TA was the reason for my success because I didn't understand the professor and he took the extra steps to make sure we learn what we missed in lecture. AMAZING